Current Issues in Criminal Justice submission requirements

1. **Word limits** (including references):
   - Articles: 6000–10000
   - Contemporary Comments: 2000–4000
   - Book Reviews: 500–1000

2. **Format**: Microsoft Word.

3. **Style**: Harvard author-date system and Macquarie Dictionary spelling, with plain English and gender-neutral language.

4. **References**: Separate lists to be provided at end of submission titled ‘Cases’, ‘Legislation’, and ‘References’.

5. **Keywords**: Articles and Contemporary Comments must include up to eight keywords reflecting submission content to aid with digital indexing.

6. **Abstract**: Articles and Contemporary Comments must include an abstract of 150–200 words detailing the submission’s original contribution to criminological scholarship.

7. **Author details**: All submissions must include an author biography footnote stating: position, organisation, full mailing address, and email address of every contributing author.

8. **Headings**: Maximum of three heading levels, clearly numbered or styled.

9. **Graphics**: Black and white only, at least 300dpi, 100% of final reproduction size or larger, and editable.

10. **Exclusivity**: The Editor will not consider submissions sent to another journal or substantially published in any other publication.

11. **Liability**: While manuscripts are subject to copy editing, the Institute of Criminology is not responsible for statements made by contributors.

12. **Copyright**: Authors retain copyright of the manuscript and grant the Institute of Criminology an exclusive licence to publish the manuscript. Copyright of the published edition of the manuscript, as published in the Journal, rests with the Institute.

13. **Article and Contemporary Comments** must be submitted via our [online submission form](#).

14. Email **Book Reviews** or review proposals to the Book Review Editor, Dr Louise Boon-Kuo.

All other inquiries: law.cicj@sydney.edu.au.